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Executive Summary 

This deliverable describes the results of our research on the integration of context 
information with adaptable pervasive flows (APF). We will introduce and justify 
changes to previously investigated approaches. Intensive work on the chosen real 
life application scenario in the health care environment revealed new challenges 
and opportunities important to the basics of activity enabled workflow manage-
ment. 

Following the intermediate results presented in D2.2, the structure of this docu-
ment can be briefly described by the following topics: 

1. Skipping unsupervised classifier training approach described in D2.2 in fa-
vour of recording an improved data set and demonstrating benefits of using 
flow knowledge for activity recognition. 

2. Shifting from dynamic sensor configuration to a more static, sparse sensor 
configuration. 

3. Using knowledge about defined workflows to enhance recognition rate of 
activity recognition. 
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1 Motivation 

 

The basic direction of research was defined by the requirements of the medical 
patient care application scenario. Having established an intensive cooperation 
with the administrative department and the medical staff of the Mainkofen Men-
tal Medical Facility, we gained a very useful site for on-location experiments and 
other studies. 

Following the advice of the project’s scientific reviewers to work closer to the real 
world, the Mainkofen scenario was focused on, as it provides every work package 
of the ALLOW project with reasonable and sometimes new challenges and in-
sights on the actual application of Adaptable Pervasive Flows (APF) in a real life 
scenario. 

For our research on context recognition integrated with workflow technology, this 
scenario featured several key issues to be addressed in the scientific work of the 
ALLOW project: 

1. Requirements on a deployable sensor configuration 

2. Vast amount of different single activities to detect 

3. Recording a reasonable number of repetitions per activity 

4. Workflows modelling the usual way of carrying out activities 

5. Dynamical changes and variations of workflow execution 

We present our approach on how to overcome the mismatch between the high de-
mand on granularity and quality of the activity recognition results and the limita-
tions on context recognition technology due to the medical environment by employ-
ing knowledge of the medical care workflow definitions. 

The main experimental setup uses the healthcare scenario as basis. Two data sets 
with an overall of 101 runs of the daily morning routine on the hospital ward were 
recorded to evaluate the concepts developed within the project. Additionally, to 
explore workflow-enabled activity recognition enhancements we also use a gym 
exercise data set.  
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2 Approach  

Subsequently, we outline the requirements defined in WP2 and how they relate to 
the methodology for the chosen application scenarios. 

 

Fig. 2-1 Pictures of the medical staff in Mainkofen during the UI experiments 

 

The UI Studies at Mainkofen ([1]) have already shown that even moderate or rela-
tively bad activity recognition results seem to be acceptable for the medical staff 
for documentation purposes. The main reason for this positive assessment lies in 
the overall too complicated status quo. 

2.1 Initial Research Aims and Direction 

One of the key research topics of WP2 was to investigate the possibilities of com-
bining activity recognition technologies with workflow management using a dy-
namically changing sensor setup.  

The initial idea of improving activity recognition with or despite of dynamically 
changing sensor configuration basically consisted of two approaches: 

• Saving resources by deactivating or reducing sensor activity on demand 
predicted from the current state of the workflow execution and the ex-
pected activities occurring in the near future 
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• Allowing sensors and sensor systems to seamlessly join and disconnect 
from the activity recognition architecture as available without having to 
manually adapt or reconfigure the context recognition architecture. 

2.2 “Dynamic” Modalities and Sensor-Quality 

The healthcare application scenario picked is a compromise between the different 
research areas in our project. It provides enough workflow, human-computer in-
teraction and activity recognition complexity to provide a good basis to develop 
new innovations and contains enough challenges to be of scientific interest. Focus-
ing on a real life application scenario, however, we unfortunately cannot augment 
the medical staff with too many sensor systems.  

 

 

Microphone*

GPS*

Compass*

Bluetooth*

Wireless*LAN*

Accelerometer*

Gyroscope*

Camera*

 

Fig. 2-2 Different sensors available on the chosen smartphone platform 

 

 

The maximum augmentation the medical staff could work with is a simple mobile 
phone. We recorded the highest possible sampling rates and wanted to explore 
down-sampling and spontaneous (dis-) appearance of specific sensor modalities. 
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Due to the real life nature of the application scenario and the later described ex-
periments, this research topic is only assessed in the sensor fusion chapter. 

Because of the very limited sensor setup allowed in the medical scenario ([1]), this 
scenario only features very limited potential for real time reconfiguration of sensor 
devices. Although, during real life deployment of a pervasive, context aware work-
flow architecture, some modalities could still be suspended to save valuable bat-
tery or computational power (e.g. increasing update interval of radio based posi-
tion detection systems while user not in motion), this approach was not yet ex-
plored during the data acquisition in the Mainkofen mental hospital to prevent 
possible data loss.  As the data acquisition was very time consuming, the risk of 
losing valuable data and not being able to evaluate actual context recognition 
methods on the sensor signals was to high as the mobile sensor devices used in the 
user study do not yet feature enough computational power to evaluate the vast 
amounts of collected sensor data online and sensibly decide in advance on neces-
sary configurations. However, the data set can still be used to explore this dimen-
sion, as specific sensors can be artificially down-sampled or “turned off”. 

Although fusion of classified activities together with workflow data incorporates 
some kind of heuristics which modalities to consider for recognizing certain activi-
ties, this information does hardly provide reliable predictions for necessary future 
device configurations. 

2.3 Sparse sensor configuration  

The usual process of developing an activity recognition system starts by designing 
a customized sensor setup for the chosen scenario. Especially when non-trivial 
activities have to be recognized, large sensor setups are often used. For example, 
the opportunity data set was recorded with over 50 sensors, of which around 20 
were mounted on the user ([2]). However, working environments, which would 
potentially profit from a working context recognition system (either by automated 
documentation assistance or workflow support), often incorporate strong re-
strictions on the usable sensor devices and their placement in the working envi-
ronment. 
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Fig. 2-3 Rich sensor environments 

  

As the maintenance worker interviews in the Zeiss user study on context en-
hanced repair guidance ([3]) pointed out, most of the usual locations for attaching 
sensors to the user (like e.g. gloves, wrist bands, belt etc.) would be obstructive to 
the actual work to perform and are thus not usable. Especially, having to take 
care of cables on the sensor devices was not acceptable. Another restriction men-
tioned by the workers was that adjusting sensor position/orientation or having to 
remove and reattach sensors for certain activities is not acceptable during work 
routine. 

Additional to these constraints, the medical environment, especially when working 
with patients, poses further difficulties and adds other constraints to the usable 
sensor setup. 

In our user study in cooperation with the Lancaster University at the Mainkofen 
mental hospital, we were not allowed to install visible sensor systems in the ward 
environment. Some of the patients suffer dementia or paranoia – changing their 
living environment with unknown devices might lead to severe decline of their 
mental state. For this reason, initial assembled sensor setups enhancing the work-
ing environment, including cameras, microphones, ubisense position tracking sys-
tems, RFID, QR-Code tags, etc. were discarded. The only enhancement to the 
work environment conceded was to extend the existing WiFi infrastructure by set-
ting up some hidden network access points for position estimation. 
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Although being able to show trouble-free deployment of ubisense sensor tags in a 
retirement home during the previous Vienna study ([13]), the leading medical staff 
could not be convinced to fit at least some of the patients with sensor devices or 
passive tags. 

The interviews conducted with the nursing staff of the Mainkofen ward revealed 
additional limitations: Despite the lack of cables, even wireless sensor nodes could 
not be attached to the arms of the medical personnel. Patients with decreasing 
physical abilities often have to be guided while walking and tend to grab the nurs-
es’ arms. The risk of injuring patients by sensor devices on the wrists or arms was 
considered too high to allow mounting sensor nodes on arms, hands or shoulders. 
For the same reason, the nursing staff is not allowed to wear belts to their medical 
clothing. Thus, the only sensor configuration compliant to the given constraints 
that was approved by the responsible medical personnel was a single device with 
test certificate to be worn in the tunic pocket. 

Limitations to the sensor setup of this extent could also be encountered in other 
environments. Applying traditional context recognition technologies to such lim-
ited sensor data will hardly produce results of an activity granularity and recogni-
tion performance necessary for application in a real live domain. 

As these or similar strict limitations on the sensor hardware will certainly be en-
countered in other scenarios, we decided to commit most of our research work in 
developing context recognition methodologies to compensate the negative effect of 
poor sensor data detail level by incorporating knowledge about workflow defini-
tions.	  
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3 Activity recognition 

Being challenged by a very sparse sensor configuration, we present our findings on 
how to combine sensor data from different modalities of mostly insufficient detail 
level together with knowledge about workflow execution to provide activity recog-
nition results with acceptable performance.  

Multimodal context recognition is an active research field ([4][5][6]). Yet, to our 
knowledge, nobody so far tried to combine it with workflow descriptions. The ac-
tivity recognition field over all is still very application scenario driven, therefore 
the multimodal context recognition research introduced above specializes in spe-
cific application domains (from car manufacturing to furniture assembly). 

Each Modalities’ raw sensor data contains a strongly varying amount of character-
istic information on the single tasks to be recognized. As a consequence, reliability 
of classification results of a certain task strongly depends on the modality used. At 
large, each modality’s classification results in a stream of recognized context pa-
rameters that sometimes matches the real world and is wrong otherwise. Filtering 
this data is the main challenge of the research work. 

To overcome these problems, we present a three-stage approach: 

1. Processing each modality’s raw sensor data individually - Computing ap-
propriate features on the raw sensor data and applying classification algo-
rithms  

2. Combining modalities’ results - by combining all classifier outputs from 
stage 1, overall results can be improved as wrong classification results with 
low classifier confidence can be removed 

3. Applying flow knowledge to results - information about the recent position 
in the workflow and possible following activities is used with a probabilistic 
filter to refine context information and remove wrong classification results 
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3.1 Raw Sensor Data processing 

Although the chosen smartphone platform features 8 potential sources for context 
relevant data (Accelerometer, Gyroscope, Compass, Microphone, WiFi, Bluetooth, 
Camera, GPS) in general scenarios, only 5 of these could be used in the Mainkofen 
experiment:  

3.1.1 WiFi 

Similar to the first Mainkofen context recognition study, information about signal 
quality of several WiFi base stations are used to estimate the rough position of the 
user on the ward. The higher sampling rate of the WiFi module (more than 2 
times higher than in the previous experiment) and changes in the base station 
setup (based on the experiences gained in the first experiment) provide better re-
sults already on the first level.  

3.1.2 Sound 

Sound recorded with the smartphone’s microphone is another valuable data 
source. To preserve privacy of patients’ and staff’s conversations, only short time 
slices of sound are recorded. Each slice is transformed using the FFT method to 
gain information about sound frequency distributions. Within this data, certain 
activities (e.g. shower, electric shaver, blood pressure measuring etc.) can be iden-
tified due to their specific sound frequency patterns. 

3.1.3 Acceleration 

Data from the accelerometer sensor is used for several purposes. Recognizing 
complex activities by evaluating acceleration information (which is the usual pro-
cedure in activity recognition) is hardly possible in this scenario as the sensor is 
not attached to the arms/hands. In addition, the sensor bearing smartphone is in a 
lose pocket of the medical tunic which results in regularly changing sensor orien-
tation causing further problems. Nevertheless, the accelerometer delivers valuable 
data for: 

• Determining modes of locomotion - on the first layer the sensor still allows 
to distinguish walking movements, other activity and resting periods [7][8] 
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• Inferring the device orientation - the data collected from this sensor helps 
(in combination with other modalities) to determine and compensate device 
orientation effects ([9]).   

• Fine tuning position information - Combined with device orientation infor-
mation, the accelerometer data can be used to infer position by applying 
death reckoning technologies keeping track of user position changes 

3.1.4 Gyroscope 

The sensor data from the gyroscope provides information about rotational move-
ment of the user in our medical scenario. Besides information used to infer device 
orientation in combination with accelerometer data and data for the dead reckon-
ing approach, some medical care activities can be spotted by their characteristic 
rotational movement components. 

3.1.5 Compass 

The magnetic sensor (compass) can be transformed into features delivering two 
types of information. The heading of the user can be used for either dead reck-
oning or narrowing possible activities by refining user position information 
(e.g. when the nurse is located between two patients’ beds it is important to 
know which one he/she is currently facing). As the magnetic sensor is strongly 
prone to environmental perturbation, the combination of fluctuating magnetic 
signals with non-fitting rotational movement can be used as additional feature 
– the experiment has shown that objects causing irregularities in the earth’s 
magnetic field (e.g. metal door frames) do seldom move ([10][11]). 

3.2 Modality fusion 

On the second level, the information gathered by the single sensor modalities is 
fused in two ways: 

3.2.1 Modality combination 

Like already described in the level one (see section 3), modalities can be combined 
to deliver more or more reliable information. Combining unclassified raw sensor 
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data of different modalities to increase expressiveness of signals proved to be an 
important and necessary step to gain enough information out of the sparse sensor 
setup to achieve reasonable activity recognition rates on non trivial medical activi-
ties. For example, acceleration and rotation data are combined to infer device ori-
entation - which again makes these sensors’ data more expressive. Gyroscope and 
magnetic compass fused together allow for distinguishing user orientation changes 
and environmental magnetic distortions making available sensor data more mean-
ingful. 

3.2.2 Modality classification fusion 

The second method used in this layer is combining the classifier outputs to reduce 
overall error rate. The general approach is to check the spotted context attributes 
for their compatibility with other modalities. The check analyses whether a classi-
fier output contradicts other modalities results according to movement state, posi-
tion, orientation or sound signals.  

For example, the position estimated by analysing the WiFi signal strength can be 
compared to data from the sound classification (i.e. whether specific sounds can 
occur in a certain position) and the death reckoning data for plausibility. Other 
spotted activities like measuring blood pressure recognized by sound analysis can 
be checked by position and orientation of the user and by other modalities (e.g. 
blood pressure can not be measured while walking). 

 

3.3 Workflow integration 

Integrating work flow knowledge into the context recognition architecture was 
intended to work in two ways:  

• focussing attention of the recognition system by reconfiguring the sensor 
architecture to the expected needs  

• using knowledge about probable activity sequences to improve recognition 
rate. 
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Reconfiguring the sensor system to the specific needs of the expected activities by 
adjusting power states and sampling rates was rendered obsolete by the required 
sparse sensor configuration of our medical case study.  

While the sensor configuration evidentially was not sufficient to recognize the 
nursing activities with the necessary precision and quality, augmenting the data 
with the workflow definitions provided significant improvement to the overall 
classification results. 

Workflow information was used in two phases of the third activity recognition lay-
er: 

• Workflow filter – the recognized context attributes of layer two are filtered 
by the constraints implied by the workflow definitions. Although the medi-
cal treatment procedures of the ward in the Mainkofen medical facility 
were not defined from the first and had to be extracted from context anno-
tations (see section 5.1), certain activities feature implicit spatial or se-
quential requirements to their successful execution. Recognized events not 
conforming to this restrictions (e.g. showering in the breakfast room or dis-
tributing medication after lunch) are likely to be false and can be filtered in 
most cases 

• Workflow activity priors – transforming the workflow definition into a 
grammar, the set of expected actions from a known position in flow execu-
tion can be calculated. Each non-terminal of the grammar represents a 
stage in the execution of a certain flow. Each production models a transfer 
to a new flow state by an executed context action with a certain probability. 
Although this technology was initially intended to support the dynamic 
sensor configuration, it boosts performance of activity recognition as classi-
fiers can be adapted to specially recognize expected activities and results 
can be additionally filtered for most likely expected events. 
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Fig. 3-1 Excerpt from the grammar modelling activity priors 
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4 Example: Gym 

While the experiment in the Hannover Medical School was delayed and later on 
cancelled, we decided to use another, much simpler experimental scenario to prove 
the functionality of the new concepts in advance to the much bigger and more 
complex medical example. Details about the Gym experimental setup are also pub-
lished [12]. 

 

Fig. 4-1 "Pull Down" exercise machine 

The data set used was recorded in the gym of the university of passau’s sport facil-
ity, intended to recognize the weight training activities of different users by only 
employing the sensors of an arm mounted smartphone – thus, an experiment with 
similar sensor setup as in the medical environment but with less challenging ac-
tivities to recognize. The collected data consisted of 35 training sessions by 7 test 
subjects with 10 upper body exercises (see Tab. 4-1).  

Butterflies Chest Press Latissimus Abdominal Upper Back 

Shoulder Press Pull down Low Row Arm Curl Arm Extension 

Tab. 4-1 Exercise machines used in the gym experiment 

The challenges of this example scenario are quite similar to the ones in the medi-
cal environment: segmentation of the continuous sensor data streams, spotting of 
interesting activities in the segments and recognizing the relevant activities. But 
in contrast to the medical scenario, the sensor setup was more close to being suffi-
cient for the task of recognizing training exercises of the upper body.  

But, although the results achieved with the data of the sensors were ranging from 
acceptable to good (depending on the test subject), some exercise machines were 
hard to distinguish as the combination of sensor orientation variations and simi-

2. Experimental Setup 2.3. Approach

(a) Lat Machine (b) Lat Machine second step (c) Lat Machine third step

Figure 2.8.: Lat Machine motion sequences

(a) Pulldown (b) Pulldown second step (c) Pulldown third step

Figure 2.9.: Pulldown motion sequences

(a) Vertical Traction (b) Vertical Traction second

step

(c) Vertical Traction third

step

Figure 2.10.: Vertical Traction motion sequences

2.3. Approach

After a short instruction the test subject was outfitted with an iPhone within
an armband. This was attached to the upper left arm. Then the test sub-
jects began performing the exercises at the gym. Additionally we filmed the
workout with a sony handycam to facilitate annotation later.

15
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larities in the exercise movements put a limit to the capabilities of traditional con-
text recognition technologies: Often the classification algorithms could not settle 
for a stable result as two or more exercise classes were recognized with similar 
probabilities.   

Although there is no general workflow for weight training in the gym, each person 
usually develops certain training habits that could be derived from the annotated 
data. The physical restrictions (e.g. not training similar muscle groups in direct 
succession, starting with bigger muscle groups) and the users preferences tend to 
form a pattern similar to a workflow. This knowledge can be used together with 
the probabilistic output from the classifier to improve recognition accuracy in cas-
es where the classifying algorithms cannot sufficiently distinguish certain exercis-
es.  

From these promising results from the Gym exercises we assumed the following: 

• As context recognition in this case works reliably even with segmentation 
and spotting (two problems that are often neglected), a sparse sensor ap-
proach should be feasible for the healthcare scenario. Still we have to keep 
in mind that the scenario is by far more complex and difficult. 

• The increased complexity is to be compensated by the additional workflow 
knowledge. The research question then becomes which of the methods out-
lined above provides significant improvements. 

The currently on going research work in this example is aimed at developing 
methods for automatically retrieving the training habit patterns from the sensor 
data annotations. 
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5 Results of medical care scenario 

The medical case study in Mainkofen was chosen for several reasons. On the one 
hand the patient care procedures are well organized and (although not yet defined 
as proper workflows from the facility itself), by very rigid medical and hygienic 
regulations strongly restricted in their way of execution. The extraction of the 
workflow definition from the activity annotations collected in two on site experi-
ments showed that the workflows incorporate lots of restrictions but also leave 
certain room for variations during execution. In addition, the activities occurring 
during nursing work are non trivial from the context recognition’s point of view. 
Combined with the limited amount of sensor data, workflow information is essen-
tial to achieve reasonable recognition results. 

5.1 Workflow data 

Although the medical treatment procedures on the ward of the Mainkofen mental 
hospital were specified and constrained by common medical rules or other con-
straints, the facility itself does not provide their personnel with fixed workflow 
definitions for the tasks to be performed on the patients. However, the highly 
qualified medical staff tended to perform the daily patient care routines in very 
similar ways. Using the flow modelling techniques provided by our IAAS project 
partner, it was possible to extract workflow instances for morning hygiene and 
examination procedures of the medical staff and a complete flow model of the 
morning activities from the patient’s point of view (see Fig. 5-1) from the collected 
activity annotation data of our experimental data acquisition.  

 

Fig. 5-1 Workflow extracted from activity annotations 
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5.2 Experiment 

The first context recognition experiment in Mainkofen was conducted in Nov./Dec. 
2009. The collected data set consists of 48 runs of recorded morning ward proce-
dure, of which 22 included context annotations. The sensor data of this experiment 
was not included in the following evaluation: the data was recorded with an iPh-
one 3GS smartphone. As the device did not feature a gyroscope and the low sam-
pling rates of the available sensors induced by the low computational power of the 
device, this data set was considered too improper for the projected research tasks. 

The second experiment (which was evaluated for the final results in the next sec-
tion) was planned and prepared to take place at an intensive care ward of the 
Hannover Medical School. To speed up evaluation of the sensor data, software for 
data logging, real time annotation and sensor data transformation was refur-
bished or designed and implemented completely new. As the experiment was can-
celled by the local staff council (because of privacy concerns), the cooperation with 
Mainkofen was re-established and the second experiment conducted along the 
lines of the first run. For this second recording, both an improved annotation tool-
chain and a better sensor platform (iPhone4) were used. In this second study, 53 
runs of the daily morning procedure of 18 different medical workers in the 4 areas 
of the ward were recorded, of which 22 runs include context annotations. At first it 
was planned to have all data annotated, but to avoid introducing too much disqui-
et in the ward, we were asked to reduce the number of researchers following the 
nurses from 4 to 2. 

At the same time, after the regular morning care, the breakfast routine, consisting 
of supplying patients with food, drink and medication, was recorded in cooperation 
with IPVS, as a basis for flow prediction and entanglement analysis. 

  

5.2.1 Capturing Workflow and Context information 

As described in Section 2.3 about Sparse Sensor Configurations, the healthcare 
application scenario placed strict constraints on the number of computing devices. 
This holds not only for sensors, yet also for any other device. After initial tests 
with laptops and pen/paper, we decided to use dedicated iPad applications to rec-
ord the workflow information for the activity recognition systems, due to the fol-
lowing reasons: 
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• Laptops proofed to be too clunky and we wanted to minimize the risk that 
patients feel disturbed or too watched over. The medical staff preferred us 
to exercise as much discretion as possible. 

• Pen and paper work do not offer a digital trail and, more important, cannot 
be time-synchronized easily. 

• The ipads seem a perfect choice as the workflows can be pre-defined and as 
such there is not much need of additional text input. 

In the following we describe shortly the iPad applications programmed for the 
healthcare scenario. 

 

Fig. 5-2 Context annotation application on the iPad 

The iPad context annotation tool was designed incorporating the experiences of 
the first experiment in Mainkofen: the first data collections in 2009 showed that it 
is quite hard for a researcher to follow his nurse while logging data in real time. 
Thus the application was designed in a way to offer frequently used label buttons 
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in the permanent lists on the right, the action specific label buttons in configura-
ble lists on the left, the current label track with the options to delete false labels 
on the top and an area for hand written notes on the lower right.  

To capture sensor data from the mobile phone we use the Context Logger applica-
tion developed by our Lab and freely available in the Apple AppStore. It can rec-
ord any of the phone’s sensor modalities. 

 

Fig. 5-3 Context Logger for the iPhone 

  

5.3 Results 

The following results were achieved on the Mainkofen medical scenario data set of 
2011. As two of the 22 labelled data sets contained irregularities which could not 
be fixed in time, these results were produced by using 8 of the remaining 20 runs 
for training the classification architecture and 12 to evaluate the system. 

5.3.1 Location estimation 

Whilst the recognition of nursing activities had to be limited to a reasonable num-
ber of actions, the location estimation system had to cover the whole area of the 
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ward (see Fig. 5-2). Although the methods for extracting the users position from 
the WiFi data collected by the smartphone was only slightly changed, the higher 
sampling rate of the signal samples enabled better filtering of the classification 
results, providing a better overall result for the position estimation than after the 
first Mainkofen experiment. 

To distinguish the 33 different locations on the ward, the raw signal strength data 
was processed in two phases: first the samples processed with an LDA transfor-
mation were classified for the section of the ward (one out of four). Over 88,9% of 
all samples are assigned to their right section. Additionally, confusion occurred 
primarily between adjacent areas. By including the borders of neighbouring sec-
tions in the area specific classifiers of the next step, about 94% of all location sam-
ples were input into a correct area specific classifier.  In combination with move-
ment data (i.e. information about the mode of locomotion) and a majority decision 
filtering on the windowed classification result provided, an overall recognition rate 
of 75,19% can thus be achieved. 

 

Fig. 5-4 Floorplan with sections, rooms and areas 

5.3.2 Activity recognition 

The daily work routine of a medical worker consists of a large number of individu-
al, non-trivial actions. As the time to process the data of the Mainkofen experi-
ment was very limited (especially due to the delays caused by the cancelation of 
the Hannover experiment; Mainkofen raw data recording and annotation was only 
finished by the end of May), the activity recognition was focussed on 14 non-trivial 
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activities important for the evaluated workflows of the medical staff. All of those 
activities are either relevant for documentation purposes (nurses have to create a 
written account about all care activities performed for a patient) or else are of in-
terest to our partner Imperial College for security aspects (e.g. taking on/off gloves 
for hygiene reasons). 

 

Measuring Blood Pressure Shower Patient 

Dry Hair Dry Patient 

Dress Patient Change Bandages 

Measure Pulse Shave Patient 

Make Bed Put on Gloves 

Brush teeth / dentures Take of Gloves 

Take patient to living room Wash Patient in Bed 

Tab. 5-1 Activities used for context recognition 

Quite obviously, these activities are quite different according to their influence on 
the sensors located in the nurse’s pocket. Generally speaking, activities featuring 
a very specific sound signature (e.g. shower patient, dry hair etc.) can be recog-
nized well using acoustic features. Other activities can be recognized by combina-
tions of repetitive motion (e.g. brush teeth, take patient to living room) using fre-
quency features on the accelerometer and gyroscope sensors. Some of these activi-
ties (like dress patient) do neither produce characteristic sound, nor specific mo-
tion patterns recognizable from a sensor located in the tunic pocket. These activi-
ties can still be recognized by notion of unknown motion activity and the flow state 
and information. 

5.3.2.1 Results without flow knowledge 

Applying conventional, non-flow aware recognition technologies on the data caus-
es, as already expected, results of mixed quality. Activities featuring characteristic 
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sensor signals on at least one modality achieve a reasonable recognition rate: For 
example, sound generating actions like Hair drying (76.9%), Showering Patient 
(83.3%) or Shaving (73.3%) are recognized in a more than acceptable way. Most of 
the activities are recognized with significantly lower rates: For example, Brushing 
teeth (40.8%) or Making the Bed (35.4%) are still much better than average as this 
activities feature certain recognizable motion components, but the recognition rate 
is too low for usage in the medical environment or any other scenario with strong 
safety restrictions. Other activities (e.g. Changing Bandages is recognized worst 
with only 14.3%) can not be successfully spotted in the sensor data and are often 
mixed up with other activities (e.g. Putting on gloves) also lacking significant trac-
es in the raw sensor data. Additionally, expectedly, activities like “putting on” and 
“taking off” gloves are very often confused with one another. It stands to reason 
that information about the workflow state should help distinguish between activi-
ties in cases like this. 

 

Measuring Blood Pressure 60.7% Shower Patient 83.3% 

Dry Hair 76.9% Dry Patient 34.0% 

Dress Patient 46.8% Change Bandages 14.3% 

Measure Pulse 31.3% Shave Patient 73.3% 

Make Bed 35.4% Put on Gloves 43.8% 

Brush teeth / dentures 40.8% Take of Gloves 52.3% 

Take patient to living room 56.3% Wash Patient in Bed 49.0% 

Tab. 5-2 Recognition results without flow information – overall 48% 

Overall, an average recognition rate of 48 % could be achieved, with a minimum 
rate of 14.3% for changing Bandages (often wrongly recognized as putting 
on/taking of gloves). All other activities are classified with over 30% recognition 
rate. 

While it is unlikely that the recognition rate higher than 70% can be significantly 
improved, the flow knowledge is expected to strongly boost up the recognition 
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rates between 30% and 50% - i.e. activities that have certainly characteristic sig-
nals on at least one modality but can not be safely distinguished from other simi-
lar actions. 

5.3.2.2 Results for context augmented with flow information 

When applying the flow information as described in section 3.3, the overall recog-
nition result on the 14 selected activities rises significantly from 48% to 66.1%. 
Especially the effect of the defined event grammar (see fig. 3-1) which was auto-
matically generated by analysing the context annotations of the sensor data has a 
strong, positive effect on the recognition results of the single activities. On the one 
hand, the grammar serves as activity dependant smoothing filter to reduce classi-
fication fluctuations when needed (with the strength depending on the probability 
of an action being produced to itself), on the other hand fixed sequences of actions 
can be modelled in the grammar which does not only improve and smooth the 
recognition results but helps spotting and recognizing activities which do not gen-
erate strong enough sensor signals to be detectable by traditional classifiers. 

 

Measuring Blood Pressure 83.9% Shower Patient 83.3% 

Dry Hair 79.5% Dry Patient 71.7% 

Dress Patient 64.4% Change Bandages 42.9% 

Measure Pulse 68.8% Shave Patient 73.3% 

Make Bed 53.8% Put on Gloves 62.5% 

Brush teeth / dentures 53.1% Take of Gloves 70.5% 

Take patient to living room 84.4% Wash Patient in Bed 64.1% 

Tab. 5-3 Recognition results improved with flow information - overall 66.1% 

As can be seen in Fig. 5-5, just like expected, the activities previously recognized 
with classification results in the range (35%-55%) experience a strongly improved 
result. Similar to other filters removing distortions in the classification results, a 
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basic recognition level is necessary to guarantee the desired high output: Although 
the activity classes with the previously lowest recognition rates gain strongly 
through the utilisation of flow knowledge (especially the change bandages activi-
ty), the final results still remain far below average. On the other hand, it’s no sur-
prise that recognition of activities that already featured recognition rates of 70% 
or more can hardly be improved any further. 

In particular, recognition results of activities like measuring pulse (which is usu-
ally done quietly while not in motion) are strongly improved when the sequence of 
actions is fixed by the workflow model and the actions before and after the activity 
hard to recognize are easy to spot in the data stream. 

 

Fig. 5-5 Effect of workflow knowledge on context recognition 

5.4 Conclusion 

Year 3 saw significant progress in flow enhanced activity recognition. Using the 
first trial in Mainkofen (conducted during project year 2) as a template, and aided 
by insights gained through joint studies with Lancaster University, a new data set 
with more elaborate sensor and annotation data was recorded. After anonymiza-
tion, this data set will be made publicly available to the research community. 

Extracting a workflow out of the collected activity traces (using IAAS’ flow and 
flow fragment description) allowed the generation of a probabilistic grammar that 
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could be used to significantly improve activity recognition results (moving from 
48% to 66.1%), thus demonstrating the benefit of leveraging adaptable pervasive 
flows for context recognition.  
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